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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

 

 In this chapter, the writer will outline the conclusions, limitations of the 

study, and useful suggestions. 

 

1.1 Conclusion 

 Based on the results of the data analysis of meaning and function, as well 

as the types of metaphors of traditional expressions in the Bajawa language as 

messages from parents to their children above, the writers can concludé as 

follows; 

1. The writer can concludé that the type of metaphor contained in traditional 

phrases in the Bajawa language which is dominant uses an ontological type of 

metaphor where this metaphor is a metaphor that sees events, emotional activities, 

and idéas as entities and substances. Ontological metaphors are metaphors that 

conceptualize thoughts, experiences, and processes—other abstract things—

become something that has a physical nature. This means that the Bajawa people 

interpret life by looking at events, phenomena, and activities that occur around the 

social environment. These expressions also have a function in religion, cultural 

function, remindér, and social life function. Generally parents providé advice in 

the form of messages and prohibitions on behaving in social life and the 

surrounding environment. 
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2. In interpreting and interpreting Bajawa expressions in a literal sense, the writer 

finds a little difficulty, but with the help of informants and people who know 

better, the writer is finally able to interpret them. That not all traditional 

expression in Bajawa has a metaphorical meaning. There are also expressions 

including direct advice without the need for parables. 

 

1.2 Limitation of The Study 

 The writer believes that the results of this research are far from perfect. 

There are still many mistakes and shortcomings that the writer is aware of. The 

writer believes that there are other methods that can be used to collect data and 

analyze data. Another most significant shortcoming in this study is the lack of 

samples due to some samples that are not in accordance with the target of the 

analysis. 

 

1.3 Suggestions 

 The writer realizes that the results of this study may have many 

shortcomings. Based on this study, the writers found that in analyzing the form of 

metaphor, researchers must have a good imagination in interpreting these 

traditional expressions. This research is an important learning for the writer where 

the writer feels challenged in the process of analyzing. 

Analyzing the metaphor using regional language as the object of the discussion is 

one thing that is very good, useful, and interesting to be examined, so researchers 
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suggest that the next researcher can examine the types of metaphors of their own 

language language or might be able to review with Bajawa, By using the results of 

this study as a basic foundation. The writer also suggests researching the metaphor 

not only on the expression of regional language phrases, but also on traditional 

songs or short stories in their respective regions.
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Language map 

The Ngada language is one of the regional languages in the province of East Nusa 

Tenggara. Its speakers are on the island of Flores in the south-central part of the area 

between the speakers of the Manggarai and Endé-Lio languages. This language belongs 

to the Austronesian language family. The speakers are the Ngadha tribe which bordérs 

Nagekeo Regency in the east, Riung Regency in the west, and Aesesa Regency in the 

north. The Ngadhas inhabit Golewa District, Aimere District, Bajawa District and Ngada 

Bawa District in Bajawa. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 Research Instrument 

After collecting primary data, the writer conducted interviews with informants to 

obtain secondary data. The following is a list of questions given to informants; 

1. What is the traditional Bajawa expression? 

2. In what ways is this expression usually used? 

3. Is the traditional Bajawa only uttered in a special time? 

4. In everyday life, do parents generally give messages and advice to their 

children using traditional expressions? 

5. What are the traditional expressions that informant 1 and informant 2 know? 

6. The following is primary data that has been collected, which of this list of 

customary expressions is includéd in everyday advice? 

7.  What is the meaning of this traditional expression? Asked according to the 

data that has been madé. 

8. In what context is this traditional expression usually expressed? Asked 

according to the data that has been madé. 

9. What is the function of this traditional expression? Asked according to the 

data that has been madé. 

 

After all the questions have been answered, the writer lists all the data that has 

been collected, and will research which data contains metaphors and which can be 

analyzed using the conceptual theory of metaphor from Lakoof and Johnson 

2003 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 2 Sample of data. 

1. Moé rongo dé kadhi kopo 

2. Meku-meku ne doadélu, modhe-modhe ne soga woe. 

3. Déwa zéta ulu, bitu zalé wa’i. 

4. Toka sealu, Tina sealu. 

5. Toka ma’édéke, mote ma’é Ngadho 

6. Lai sekabi, tore sloge 

7. Moé jara dé rati bha’i 

8. Meko da tere tolo, dara seulu roro 

9. Pui loka oja, pe’i tangi lewa, déwa dhoro dhega. 

10. Moégo jara tengu dhego 

11. Bugu kungu, uri logo 

12. Su’u papa suru, sa’a papa laka 

13. Muzi moé go wae tolo tale. 

14. La’a sewolo paru dhozo 

15. Moégo wea da lala dhape 

16. Ma’é khadi eto, ma’é laga lelo 

17. Moégo aze da pojo pongo 

18. Boro buri manu 

19. Ngo sama-sama moé go pui sepojo 

20. Ulu wima’é mu, kasa wi ma’é bana.   



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Appendix 3 Consent Form 
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